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Abstract 
Fischer, H., Automatic differentiation of the vector that solves a parametric linear system, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 35 (1991) 169-184. 
We consider a parametric linear system a(s).x(s) = b(s) where a(s) is a regular matrix, b(s) is a vector, and s 
is a p-dimensional parameter. This equation represents an implicit definition of a function x. It is shown that 
automatic differentiation techniques can be used to compute derivatives of x for given parameter-value s. 
Especially we aim at the Jacobian matrix and the Hessian tensor of x. These quantities are of particular interest 
in sensitivity analysis and structural optimization. 
Keywords: Automatic differentiation, parametric linear equations. 
Introduction 
During the last decade it has become apparent that derivatives of a given function at a given 
point can be computed efficiently by automatic differentiation methods. No divided differences 
are used, no computer-algebra package is employed. For automatic differentiation it generally is 
assumed that the function f under consideration is given explicitly. This means that for f(s) we 
have a formula which is composed of components of S, some real constants, the four rational 
operations addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and some library-functions such as sin, 
exp, sqrt, and the like. 
In this paper it is shown that automatic differentiation can also be used for certain implicitly 
defined functions. In particular, we consider a parametric linear system 
u(s) *x(s) = b(s), 
where a(s) is a matrix of dimension n x n, b(s) is a vector of dimension n, and s is a parameter 
of dimension p. If a(s) is regular for some domain D of parameters, then the above equation 
represents an implicit definition of a function 
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It will be demonstrated how to obtain, for given parameter S, the derivatives 
X’(S) = the Jacobian matrix of x at S, 
X”(S) = the Hessian tensor of x at S. 
Rall sketches one way of approach, see [lo, p.251, but other ways will be considered also. 
Derivatives of x with respect to the parameter s are of particular interest in sensitivity analysis 
[l] and in structural optimization [8,14]. A passage in [8, p.4611 reads “. . . the calculation of 
derivatives requires typically about 60 per cent of the total CPU time for a complete solution of a 
structural optimization problem in aircraft design.” Hence, investigating differentiation tech- 
niques may contribute to improve optimization methods. 
In the next section we provide some automatic differentiation tools in order to keep the paper 
self-contained; more about automatic differentiation can be found in the literature, see e.g., 
[2,4,6,7,10-121 and the references cited there. 
2. Automatic differentiation 
Let D be an open subset of Iwp. Let f: D -+ 08 be a twice differentiable function. Denote the 
gradient and the Hessian matrix of f at s by f,(s) and fH( s). Recall that 
af (4 r a’f(4 ... a’fb) -l 
as, as, as, as, asp 
fG(4 = I Y f&4= ; 
afb) a*f (4 a*fisl 
%J 
~ . . . 
as, as, as, as, 
fG (s) is a vector in Iw p and f H (s) is a symmetric matrix in Iw pp. Define a black box FGH which 
accepts the function f and the point s E D, and which produces the triple f(s), fG(s), f”(s), 
f(s), fGbL fds) - 
i 
FGH 
c-f 
-s 
Our ultimate goal is to implement the black box FGH for fairly general f and arbitrary s E D. 
To begin with, we look at two simple cases. 
Let r : D + R be a canonical projection, that means r(s) = si = i th component of s. Then 
ho = ith unit-vector, rn (s ) = zero-matrix. 
Let r: D + Iw be a constant function, that means T(S) = c for all s E D. Then 
ro ( s ) = zero-vector, rH (s ) = zero-matrix. 
Hence, the black box FGH can be implemented for canonical projections and constant 
functions. Though this is trivial, we need it as basis for the sequel. 
Now we take up two familiar ways for building new functions from old ones, firstly the 
rational composition and secondly the library composition. 
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Table 1 
Gradient and Hessian matrix of rational composition 
Function 
r=u+v 
r=u-v 
r=u.v 
r=u/v 
Gradient 
rG = uG + 0, 
rG = uG - 0, 
r,=v.u,-!-u.v, 
rG=(uG-r.vG)/v 
Hessian matrix 
r,=u,+v, 
rH=uH-vH 
r ,=v~u,+U~.v~+U~v~+v~~U~ 
r.H=(uH-rG.vL- r. vH - vc.rk)/v 
(1) Assume that the functions u : D + R and u : D -+ US! are twice differentiable. Let Y : D -+ Iw 
be one of the functions ZJ + u, u - u, r.4. u, u/u with the provision u(s) # 0 in the case r = u/u. 
Define a black box RAT which accepts the type w E { +, - , . , /} and the triples u(s), 
uo(.s), un(s) and u(s), uo(s), u”(s), and which produces the triple T(S), TV, Ye, 
Well-known differentiation rules (Table 1) allow to implement the black box RAT as subroutine 
in FORTRAN, as procedure in PASCAL, or as function in a more powerful programming 
language. As an alternative the black box RAT can be replaced by four black boxes ADD, SUB, 
MUL, DIV, each of these designed for one particular w. 
A very short example shall show the use of FGH and RAT. Consider the function 
Sl . $2 f: D~[w~-+lFt, withf(s)=-. 
s3 
Define the functions fi, f2, f3, f4, f-j : D -+ FJ by 
f,(s) = $1, f2(4 =s27 f3b) =s39 
f4b) =fh) *f2(4 
f4b) 
fsb) = f3(s) . 
Of course, f, = f. For given s E D we compute 
F,(s) + FGH(f,, s), F,(s) +- FGH(f2, s), F,(s) + FGH(f3, s), 
F,(s) + RQ(-, F,(s), E;;(s)), F,(s) + mT(/, F,(s), F,(s))- 
So we obtain the triple F,(s) = (fs(s), fsG(sL f&(s)) = (f(s), fG(s), f&s)). 
This example indicates that the black box FGH can be implemented for any explicitly given 
rational function. 
(2) Let A be a collection of twice differentiable real functions of one real variable. For brevity, 
these functions are called library-functions. One may choose sin, exp, sqrt, and the like as 
library-functions. Assume that the function u : D + R is twice differentiable, that X is a 
library-function, and that r = X 0 u. 
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Table 2 
Gradient and Hessian matrix of library composition 
4s) = Vu(s)) 
rG(s) = X’(4s)).uG(s) 
rH(S) = X”(u(s))~~~(s)~u~(s)+ X’(U(S)).U~(S) 
Define a black box LIB which accepts the type X E A and the triple u(s), uo(s), uu( s), and 
which produces the triple T(S), ~o( s), mu 
+L %i(4 %b) - 1 -A LIB - r+), %(S)> %r(s) 
Well-known differentiation rules (Table 2) allow to implement the black box LIB as subroutine 
in FORTRAN, as procedure in PASCAL, or as function in a more powerful programming 
language. As an alternative the black box LIB can be replaced by a collection of black boxes 
SIN, EXP, SQRT, . . . , each of these designed for one particular h. 
A second very short example shall show the use of FGH, RAT and LIB. Consider the function 
f:DcR2+R, with f(s) = sin(s, + ln(s,)). 
Define the functions fi, f2, f3, f4, f, : D + [w by 
fib) = Sl> f2b) =s23 f3b) = ln(f2b)L 
f4b) =fAs) +f3(sL fib) = sin(f4W- 
Of course, f5 = f. From given s E D we compute 
J’,(s) + FGH(f,, s>, F,(s) +- FGH(f2, s>, F,(s) + LIB(ln, F,(s)), 
F,(s) + mT( +, 4(s), F,(s)), F,(s) +- LIB(sin, Ek(s)). 
So we obtain the triple F,(s) = (fS(s), fsG(s), f5ds)) = (f(s), fG(s), fH(s)). 
Assume now that the function f: D + R! is given explicitly. We specify the phrase “given 
explicitly” in the following manner. We assume that we have a characterizing sequence fi, f2, . . . , f, 
of functions f, : D + R such that 
(1) for i= l,..., p: J;(s) = s, = ith component of s; 
(2) for i=p+ l,..., p+d withsomedE{O,1,2,...}: h(s)=c,=realconstant; 
(3) for i=p+d+l,..., m: f,(s) =faci,(s)wifpc,,(s) with some wit { +, -, . , /} and some 
a(i), P(i) E {I, ,..., i - I>, or J(S) =Ai(fa,ij(s)) with some Xi E A and some c~( i) E 
{1,2,...,i-1); 
(4) fm(s) =f(s)- 
What we call characterizing sequence is used in the automatic differentiation literature also under 
the name basic representation [7], code list [lo] or factored sequence [5]. 
A priori, the characterizing sequence f,, f2,. . . , f, has nothing to do with differentiation, it 
merely is a somewhat lengthy algorithmic description of f(s). But in view of RAT and LIB it is a 
convenient means for computing the triple f(s), fG(s), fH(s). To the sequence fi, f2,. . . , f, 
there corresponds the sequence FI, F2,. . . , F, with 
e(s) := (h(s), fro(s), &r(s)), for i= I,..., m. 
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For i = 1,. . _, p+d the triple e(s) is obvious. And for i=p+d+l,...,m in this order the 
triple e(s) can be computed from previous triples using RAT and LIB. The final triple F,(s) is 
f(s), fo(s), f&S)? t i can be computed with Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1 (Computation off(s), &(s), fH(s)). 
Step 0: Choose s E D. 
Stepl: For i=l,..., p: <(,s)+FGH(h, s). 
Step 2: For i=p+ l,..., p + d: c(s) + FGH (J., s). 
Step 3: For i =p + d + l,..., m: E;;(S) + RAT (w;, F,,,,(s), F&,)(S)) or 
E(S) + LIB(‘i> F,,,,(S)). 
A comparison of the characterizing sequence f,, f2,. . . , f, and Algorithm 1 shows that a 
program for computing f(s) can easily be transformed into a program for computing the triple 
f(S)7 fG(S)Y fH(S). L oosely speaking we may say: if we have an algorithmic description for 
computing f(s), and if we run through this description with triples instead of reals, with 
uT( * , u, u) instead of u * u, and with LIB( h, u) instead of h(u), we obtain f(s), fG(s), 
p(;) instead of f(s). F ur th ermore, the close relation between the characterizing sequence 
. . . , f, and Algorithm 1 demonstrates that the black box FGH can be implemented for a 
fiirl; broad class of explicitly given functions. 
3. Parametric linear system 
Let D be an open subset of II&’ p and let the functions 
a: D-+R”” and b:D+R” (1) 
be given. We assume that the matrix-valued function a and the vector-valued function b are 
twice differentiable. Furthermore, we assume that for any s E D the matrix a(s) is regular. We 
consider the equation 
a(s). x(s) = b(s). (2) 
For given parameter s E D equation (2) has a unique solution x(s). Hence, (2) represents an 
implicit definition of a function 
X: D-+R”. (3) 
Of course, the function x is twice differentiable. We ask for x’ and x”, the first and second 
derivative of x. More precisely, for given parameter s E D we want to compute x’(s) and x”(s). 
Let us fix some notation. We define the entry-functions of a, x and b by 
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Xj(S) - I H xjp - x. (s) -+ JH 3 
x(s) x’ (s) x” (5) 
Fig. 1. Relation between x(s), x’(s), x”(s) and x,(s), xjG(s), x,~(s). 
It is assumed that the functions 
a/k: D-+R’ and bj:D+R, forj, k=l,..., n, (9 
are given explicitly in terms of characterizing sequences. To denote partial derivatives we use 
subscripts in parentheses in a self-explanatory manner, e.g., 
(6) 
x’(s) is (represented by) a matrix in R”P with the entries xjCn,(s) for j = 1,. . _, n and 
7T= l,..., p. x”(s) is (represented by) a tensor in lRnpp with the entries xjCrPp)( s) for j = 1,. . . , n 
and VT, p = 1,. . . , p. 
A closer look at x’(s) and x”(s) reveals that the jth row of the matrix x’(s) contains the 
gradient of xi at S, and the jth slice of the tensor x”(s) contains the Hessian matrix of x1 at S. 
Hence, computing x(s), x’(s), x”(s) amounts to computing the triples x,(s), xjo(s), xju(s) 
for j= l,..., n (see Fig. 1). 
Take care: the entries of the vector x,~(s) show up in a row of x’(s). This situation reflects 
the fact that the definition of the gradient and the definition of the derivative do not coincide. 
The historical development in differential calculus put it this way and we have to live with it. 
3. I. Cramer’s rule 
Let us look at the well-known formula 
det( a’( s)) 
x,(s) = dettalsj) , for j= l,..., n, (7) 
where the matrix a”(s) has the same columns as a(s) except the jth column is b(s). The 
determinant of a matrix A4 E R”” is a rational function of its entries, 
det( M) = c f Mik, . M2k,. . . _ . Mnkn, (8) 
where the sum has to be taken over all n! permutations (k,, k,, . . . , k,) of (1, 2,. . . , n) and the 
sign of a summand is determined by (k,, k,, . . . , k,). From the characterizing sequences for the 
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aik and b, and formulas (7) and (8) we can construct characterizing sequences for the functions 
x1, +,...,xn. We can apply Algorithm 1 to the functions x1, x2,. . . , x, and so compute x(s), 
x’(s), x”(s). In general, this approach is prohibitively expensive. 
3.2. Lower triangular case 
Here we consider the special case where the matrix a(s) is of lower triangular form for all 
s E D. With forward substitution we obtain 
i 
i-1 
x,(s)= b,(s)- c aJk(s).xk(.s) /ajj(s), forj=l,...,n. (9) 
k=l 1 
From the characterizing sequences for the ajk and bj and formula (9) we can set up a 
characterizing sequence for the function x,. It comprises characterizing sequences for 
x1, x2,. . ’ 3 x,. We can apply Algorithm 1 to the function x, and so compute x(s), x’(s), x”(s). 
As an alternative we mention: 
(1) use Algorithm 1 to compute the triples aik( s), a,kG (~1, ajkH(S) and b,(S), bj,(S), bj,(S) 
for j, k= l,..., n; 
(2) use formula (9) and the black box RAT to get the triples x,(s), xjo(s), x/u(s) for 
j= l,...,n. 
3.3. Direct access 
In this section we refrain from setting up characterizing sequences for the entry-functions 
x1, x2,. . ., x, of x, we rather try to get direct access to the derivatives x’ and x”. For 
jE (1,. . . , n } the jth row of our main equation (2) reads 
i: aJk(S) ‘Xk(s) =bj(s)- (10) 
k=l 
Differentiation of (10) with respect to s,, 7~ E { 1,. . _ , p }, yields 
n 
c (ajk(n)(S) exk(s) + ajk(s) *xk(?,)(s)) =b,(,)(s)T 
k=l 
01) 
and differentiation of (11) with respect to sP, P E { 1,. . . , p }, yields 
n 
c (ajk(rrp)(S) eXk(S  +ajk(?,)(s) -xk(p)(s) 
k=l 
+ajk(p)(s) ‘Xk(n)(S) +a~k(s) .xk(np)(s))=bj(np)(s). 
Equation (11) for j = 1,. . . , n is equivalent to 
a(&> .X(S) +a(~) +,,(s> =b&), 
02) 
(13) 
and equation (12) for j = 1,. . . , n is equivalent to 
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In order to get a clear view of what is involved in the last two equations, we list quantities used 
in (13) and (14): 
a,,,(s) E R”“, with entries a,,(,)(s), for j, k = 1,. . . , n, 
acvp,(s) E R”“, with entries a,k(,,(s), for j, k= l,..., n, 
x&) E R”, with entries x,(~)(s), for j = 1,. . . , n, 
x(?ip,w E R”, with entries x~(~~)(.s), for j = 1,. . . , n, 
&,W E R”> with entries b,(,)(s), for j = 1,. . ., n, 
~(,,W E R”* with entries bjcrP,(s), for j = 1,. . . , n. 
Note that x(,,,( ) s is one column of the matrix x’(s), and x (_,)(s) is one column of the tensor 
x”(s). For getting shorter formulas we define 
g,(s) :=&Q(s) -a&) =x(S)> (15) 
k&l(s) := &&> -a(,)(s) =x(s) - a(?&) *x&I -a(,)(s) *x&). (16) 
Using these abbreviations, (13) and (14) can be rewritten in the form 
&> *x&s) = g,(s), (17) 
a(s) .x&) = h,(s). (18) 
For given s ED we can obtain x(s), x’(s), x”(s) from (2) (17) (18). These 1 +p +p2 
equations are linear and, fortunately, all have the same coefficient matrix u(s). Furthermore, 
because of inherent symmetry it suffices to use (18) only for p G V. Let us collect the necessary 
steps in Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2: (Computation of x(s), x’(s), x”(s)). 
Step 0: Choose s E D. 
Step 1: For j, k= l,..., n compute the triple u,,(s), ujko.(s), u,~~(s) with Algorithm 1. 
Now u(s), a(,,(.~), u(_,~(.s) for YT, p= l,..., p are available. 
Step 2: For j= l,..., n compute the triple b,(s), b,,(s), b,,(s) with Algorithm 1. 
Now b(s), b,,,(s), bcrP,(s) for 7~, p = 1,. . . , p are available. 
Step 3: Solve equation (2) for x(s). 
Step 4: For TIT= l,..., p compute g,(s) according to (15). 
Step 5: For 7~ = 1,. . . , p solve equation (17) for x(,)(s). 
Step 6: Forr=l,..., p and p=l,..., 7~ compute h,(s) according to (16). 
Step 7: For rr = 1,. . . , p and p = 1,. . . ,T solve equation (18) for x(,)(s). 
Note that the p systems in Step 5 can be treated simultaneously, and that the tp( p + 1) 
systems in Step 7 also can be treated simultaneously. 
3.4. Inverse matrix available 
Define the “inverse” of the given function a by 
c: D+ IF!““, with c(s) := u(s)-I. (19) 
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Then we get the formulas 
x=c.b, 
X(T) = c(n) .b+c*b(,,,, for 7~= l,..., p, 
xc,) = C(V) . b + C(T) . b(p) + C(p) * b(T) + c . b(?w, 3 
The quantities b(s), b,,,(s), bcv,,(s) for 7~, p = 1,. . ., p 
Assume that c(s), c(,)(s), c(,)(s) for ~7, p = 1,. . . , p can 
(20) 
(21) 
forr, p=l,..., p. (22) 
can be obtained with Algorithm 1. 
be obtained somehow. (In fact these 
quantities can be computed.) Then (20)-(22) provide x(s), X’(S), x”(s). This approach is a little 
bit unrealistic, because using the inverse of a matrix in general gets expensive. 
3.5. Cholesky-factorization 
Here we consider the special case where the matrix a(s) is symmetric and 
all s E D. We are allowed to write a(s) in the form 
a(.s) = f(s) *Z(s)‘, 
where I(s) is a lower triangular matrix for all s E D. Our main equation (2) 
l(s). ,(s)~ -x(s) = b(s). 
positive definite for 
now reads 
(23) 
(24) 
Following the method of solving a positive definite linear system by Cholesky-factorization, we 
split (24) into two systems, 
I(s) Y(S) = b(s), (25) 
I(S)‘.X(S) = y(s). (26) 
For given matrix a(s), the Cholesky-factor I(s) can be computed with (27) and (28): 
fork=l,...,n, (27) 
\ i-=1 I 
IjkcS) = aJk(S) - c ljr(s> ’ lk,tS) /lkk(s)? for j = k + 1,. ( 
k-l 
i-=1 I 
From 1(s) and b(s) the vector y(s) can be computed with 
J-1 
YJY,(‘) = bj(s) - C ‘jrts) ‘YrCs) /‘jj(‘), 
i I 
for j= l,..., n 
i-=1 
and from 1(s) and y(s) we obtain the vector x(s) by 
i n \ 
. . > n. (28) 
(29) 
x/(s) = y,(s) - C Zrj(s).x,(s) /I,,(s), for j=n,...,l. 
( ,‘=/+I ! 
(30) 
Now we aim at x(s) and the derivatives x’(s) and x”(s). As already said, it suffices to 
compute the triples x,(s), x,o(s), X,“(S) for j= l,..., n. Let us rewrite (27) and (28) in 
algorithmic form, and call it Algorithm 3. 
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Algorithm 3 ( Cholesky-factorization of a(s)). 
for k=l,...,n 
c,“,(s) + 0 
for r=l,...,k-I 
G+(S) * l/M(S) * a,, 
C,lkG(S) + GYd + d/h(S) 
ekkW + akkW - &%> 
LW + W(e,,W 
forj=k+l,...,n 
c$( s) +- 0 
for r=l,...,k-1 
$JG +- l,,(s). ~/As) 
c/r&) +-c;;‘(s) + d;/Js) 
ejk(4 +- Q,&) - ~~~3.4 
~,A~) + eJ.W&) 
In this algorithm we intentionally do not use the overwriting technique, in order to show that 
actually we are dealing with a sequence of functions. And any one of these functions is either 
constant, or a rational composition, or a library composition. Hence, we can use our black boxes 
RAT and LIB, defined in Section 2, and transform Algorithm 3 into Algorithm 4. 
Algorithm 4 (Cholesky-factorization with triples), 
for k = 1, _. . , n 
C~&s)~(O,O,O)ER xlR~xRpp 
for r=l,...,k-1 
G(S) +- I=T(., &r(s), &r(s)) 
C,&(S) +- mT( +, Ckrki(~), Q&(S)) 
J%,+(S) + uT( - > A,,(s), C,“,-‘(s)> 
Lkk(sl 6 LWwt, J%(S)) 
forj=k+l,...,n 
cp,(s)t(O,0,O)EIWXIW~X[W~~ 
for r= l,..., k- 1 
Q&r) +- mT(.> &(s), &r(x)) 
C,‘,(s) + uT( +, Cl;-‘(s), D,;(s)> 
E,,(s) + mT( -9 +(d, C,;-I( s)) 
$cW + ~Tb’> E,,(s), &c(~)) 
Algorithm 4 requires as input the triples 
A/k(S) = (Q(S)> a+o(s), a,,,(s)), for k = 1,. . . , n and j 2 k, 
and it produces the triples 
L,~(s) = ( f,k(s), l,kc(s>, I,,,(s)), for k = 1,. . ., n and j 2 k. 
(31) 
(32) 
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Quite similar, we use (29) to get the triples y,(s), yjG(s), bin for j= l,..., n, and we use (30) 
to get the triples xi(s), xIo(s), ~~“(3) for j = n,. .., l., We summarize the instructions for 
computing x(s), x’(s), x”(s) in Algorithm 5. 
Algorithm 5 (Computation of x(s), x’(s), x”(s) with Cholesky-factorization). 
Step 0: Choose s E D. 
Step 1: For k= l,.... n and j > k compute the triple ajk(s), ajl,o(s), ajkn(.s) with Algorithm 
1. 
Step 2: For j= l,..., n compute the triple b,(s), b,,(s), b,,(s) with Algorithm 1. 
Step 3: Use Algorithm 4 to compute L,,(s) for k = 1,. . . , n and j z k. 
Step 4: Use (29) and the black box RAT to compute y,(s), Y/~(S), Y,“(S) for j = 1,. . . , n. 
Step 5: Use (30) and the black box RAT to compute x,(s), x/o(s), x/n(s) for j = n,...,l. 
3.6. Follow algorithm with tripIes 
In the previous subsection we used an algorithm for solving a linear system and transformed it 
into an algorithm working with triples. This idea is not restricted to the Cholesky-factorization. 
In analogy to Section 3.5 we may use LU-factorization. Furthermore, any finite algorithm for 
solving a linear system provides characterizing sequences for the entry-functions of x. These 
characterizing sequences allow straightforward use of function/gradient/ Hessian triples for 
computing x(s), x’(s), x”(s). 
4. Infinite sequences of triples 
In the previous section we used finite sequences of triples to obtain x(s), x’(s), x”(s). The 
situation gets a more interesting flavour if we choose an iterative process for solving our problem 
a(s) . x(s) = b(s). An iterative method in our parametric setting defines an infinite sequence x’, 
X2,... of functions, and we are interested in the limiting function and its first and second 
derivative. We intend to work with triples as described in Section 2, so we will be working with 
infinite sequences of function/gradient/ Hessian triples. Here some problems arise concerning 
the derivative of the limit of a sequence and the limit of the sequence of the derivatives. Let us 
focus on the main issue. 
Consider an infinite sequence +i, +2,. . . of functions which converges to a function $B in some 
sense. Assume that the functions $I, and the limiting function $I are differentiable. Does the 
sequence &, C/J;, . . . of derivatives converge to +‘? The answer to this question is positive in some 
cases and negative in others. For instance, define 
+,:IR-+lR, withqb,(t):=t(t2+sin(it)). fori=l,2,.... (33) 
Obviously the sequence $i, $I~, . . . converges pointwise, and even uniformly in any bounded 
subset of R, to the function 
+:I&! -+R, with+(t):=O. (34) 
Now the derivative of 4; is 
+;:IR +lR, with +I( t) = f * 2t + cos( it), (35) 
and the sequence +‘,, &, . . . fails to converge to +‘. 
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We want to exclude such “bad” sequences, and we want to include also second derivatives. 
Therefore it is suggestive to define a property deriuatiue-stable as follows. 
Definition. A sequence (p,, &, . . . of twice differentiable functions which converges to a twice 
differentiable function $ is deriuatioe-stable iff (1) the sequence &, &, . . . of derivatives 
converges to $‘, (2) the sequence $‘,‘, &‘, . . . of second derivatives converges to +“. 
This definition does not specify the type of convergence for sequences of functions. We use 
pointwise convergence. The notion deriuatiue-stable is so close at hand that one immediately 
browses through differential calculus books, but it seems that there is no easy check for 
derivative-stableness. 
In the following we show that Jacobi-iteration for solving a(s) . x(s) = b(s) under a natural 
condition defines a derivative-stable sequence of functions. This result will allow the use of 
function/gradient/ Hessian triples for determining x(s), x’(s), x”(s). 
We take up the same situation as in Section 3. Let s^ E D be the parameter for which we want 
x(i), x’(t), x”(s^). Assume that the diagonal entries of a(.?) are nonzero. (If this is not so at the 
outset, we first rearrange the scalar equations in a(s) . x(s) = b(s) so that the assumption is 
true; this can always be done because a(.?) is regular.) There exists an open neighbourhood N of 
s^ such that the diagonal entries of u(s) are nonzero for all s E N. For s E N let d(s) be the 
diagonal matrix in R’ nn with djj( s) = ajj(s) for j = 1,. . . , n. Clearly, d is a twice differentiable 
function N + IR nn and for s E N the matrix d(s) is regular. 
The Jacobi-iteration (method of simultaneous displacements) for our parametric linear system 
(2) has the form 
x“+‘(s) := d(s)-‘b(s) + (I - d(s)-‘a(s)) . xk(s). 
For shorter notation we define the vector-valued function 
u: N+R”, with u(s) := d(s)-‘b(s), 
and the matrix-valued function 
(37) 
m : N + R”“, with m(s) := I- d(s)-‘a(s). (38) 
d and m are twice differentiable. Now (36) reads 
xk+l(.s) := u(s) + m(s) *xk(s). (39) 
Let x0 : N + R” be any twice differentiable function (for instance, x0(s) = 0 for all s E N will 
do). Then the instruction (39) defines a sequence xi, x2,. . . of twice differentiable functions 
N-+R”. 
Theorem. If the spectral radius of m( s^) is less than 1, then there exists a neighbourhood U of s^ such 
that pointwise in U. 
(0) x*, x2,... +x, 
(1) (xl)‘, (xl)‘, . . . + x’, 
(2) (xl)“, (x2)“, . . . + x”. 
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Proof. Our parametric linear system (2) can be written in the form 
X(S) = u(s) + m(s) .X(S). (40) 
From (39) and (40) we obtain the defect of x~+*(s) as 
xk+l(,s) -x(s) =m(s)~(xk(s) -x(s)), for k=O, 1, 2,... . (41) 
Equation (41) allows to express the defect of xk(s) in terms of the defect of the starting vector 
x0(s), 
~~(3) -x(s) =rn(.~)~.(x~(s) -x(s)), for k=O, 1, 2,... . (42) 
For technical reasons we define for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . 
I)~: N~RP~Rn”, with $k(~):=m(~)k. (43) 
Then (42) reads 
x~(s)-x(s)=~~(.~)~(x~(.~-~(s)), for k=O, 1,2,... . (44) 
Differentiation of (44) with respect to s,, 7~ E { 1,. . . , p }, yields 
x&,(s) -x&) = +c/:&) . (x0(4 - 44 + +k(4. (&Cd - +J4) (45) 
and differentiation of (45) with respect to sP, p E { 1,. . . , p}, yields 
&(s) - X(np) (s) = &&) * (x0(4 - x(4) + d&)(4 * (xp,,b, - x&)j 
+ &,b>. (+&, - x&)) + Gk(4 . (x&J4 - x,,,(4). 
(46) 
Now we need a suitable vector-norm on R” to show that 
xk(.s)-x(s)+O, ask+oo, (47) 
x:,)(s)-xC,)(s)+O, ask+cc, forr=l,..., p, (48) 
x~,~)(s) -xc_,,(s) -+O, as k+ 00, for 7~, p=l,..., p. (49) 
Let q(M) denote the spectral radius of M E R”“. The condition q( m( s^)) < 1 guarantees the 
existence of a neighbourhood U of s^ such that 
q(m(s)) < 1, for all s E U. (50) 
Let s E U be fixed for the rest of the proof. 
For any E > 0 there exists a vector-norm on R” such that the associated matrix-norm on R”” 
satisfies 
II m(s) II G C+(s)) + C? (51) 
see [9, p.441 or [13, p.751. We choose 6 := i(1 - q(m( s))) and use the corresponding vector-norm 
and matrix-norm in the sequel. From (51) with our special choice of E we get 
II m(s) II < 1. (52) 
From (42) we get 
I]x~(s)-x(s)]] G Ilm(s)llk.(lxo(~)--(~)II, fork=l,2,..., (53) 
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which shows that x’(s), X’(S), . . . converges to x(s). From (45) we get 
1(&(s) -x(,,(x) 11 G II+:,,(s) 11 *lIx”b> - 44 II + II 4.4 II k .I/x:&, - X(,)(4 11, 
(54) 
and from (46) we obtain 
II&,(s) - %As) 11 
+:,,,(s))I * Pow -44 II +)I+:,,b/) *)I&(4 -x&ll 
+/IJi~~,(s)/I.IIxp,,(s) -+&I/ + IId4 ll”*~~&&, -+&ll. (55) 
Fortunately, II 4&)(s) II y II rl/~,)W II and II $&> II can be bounded in a form where 11 m (s) )I 
plays a dominant role. It can be shown by induction in k that for k = 1, 2,. . . and 72, p = 1,. . . , p 
k 
r=l 
+$r’(s) . m (&I ~~:,-,rb)). 
From (56) we obtain for k = 1, 2,. . . and P = 1,. . . , p 
I/ \cIf,, (4 II G II m(,) (4 II * k. II m(s) II k-1> 
(57) 
and from (57) using (58) we get after some manipulation for k = 2, 3,. . . and T, p = 1, 
II&,(s) /I G II %J4 II * II m(,)(s) II. k(k - 1) * II 44 II k-2 
+ II m(,) b) II .k. II m(s) II k-1. 
(58) 
P 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
Inequality (58) together with II m(s) II < 1 gives 
11 G&)(S) (I + 0, as k+ co, for ~=l,..., p, 
and the inequality (59) together with 1) m(s) 1) < 1 gives 
II Jl&,(s) 11 -+ 07 ask+ co, for IT, p=l,..., p. 
Inequality (54) with (60) and 11 m(s) II -C 1 yields 
x:,)(s) +x&L as k+ 00, for ~=l,..., p, 
and (55) with (60), (61) and II m(s) II -C 1 yields 
&&) +x&L ask-, co, for T, p=l,..., p. 
Recall that x(,)(s) is one of the p columns of the matrix x’(s) and xCnPj(s) is one of the p2 
columns of the tensor x”(s). Formulas (62) and (63) show that the sequence (x’)‘(s), (x2)‘(s), . . . 
of matrices converges to x’(s) and the sequence (x’)“(s), (x2)“(s), . . . of tensors converges to 
X”(S). q 
(62) 
(63) 
(56) 
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5. More general situation 
Assume that a twice differentiable function x : D c R * + R” is defined implicitly by 
K(s, x(s)) = 0, for all s E II, (64) 
where 
K:E~iR*XRn+Rn (65) 
is a twice differentiable function. The parametric linear system a(s) . x(s) = b(s) of Section 3 
fits into this framework with K(s, t) = a(s) . t - b(s). Assume further that for given (s, t) E E 
the matrix K '( s, t) and the tensor K "(s, t) can be computed somehow. Define 
P:DGR *+lR*XR”, with P(s) := (s, x(s)). (66) 
From the defining equation (64) we obtain 
K@(s)) = 0, (67) 
K'(P(s))-P'(s)=O, (68) 
{K"(P(s))4"(s)} 0 P'(s)+K'(P(s))d'"(s)=O, (69) 
where operations with tensors are defined in a suitable manner. Note that x’(s) is hidden in 
P’(s) and x”(s) is hidden in P”(s). The schedule for computing x(s), x’(s), x”(s) roughly 
looks like this: 
Step 0: Choose s E D. 
Step 1: Solve (67) for x(s). 
Step 2: Compute K'( P(s)). 
Step 3: Solve (68) for x’(s). 
Step 4: Compute K"( P( s)). 
Step 5: Solve (69) for x”(s). 
It turns out that Steps (3) and (5) are linear problems. 
6. Final remarks 
We described several ways for computing the first derivative x’(s) and the second derivative 
x”(s) for given parameter s, where x(s) solves the parametric linear system a(s) - x(s) = b(s). 
Our considerations are based mainly on the concept of a characterizing sequence and its use for 
automatic differentiation. We assumed that characterizing sequences for the entry-functions aJk 
and b, of a and b are available. This condition can be relaxed: it suffices to retrieve a(s) and 
b(s) together with their first and second derivatives for given parameter s from somewhere. 
Another notion, used in this paper, is connected with infinite sequences of functions. We 
define deriuatiue-stable sequences. An iterative process for solving a parametric problem defines 
an infinite sequence of functions. If one is interested in derivatives of the solution with respect to 
the parameter, the constructed sequence of functions has to be derivative-stable. 
First numerical results show that for general dense systems the direct access approach of 
Section 3.3 is best, whereas for symmetric positive definite systems Cholesky-factorization is 
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preferable. We are planning to do more experiments especially for systems appearing in 
structural optimization. In a forthcoming report we shall present a detailed comparison of the 
methods described. 
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